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Republicans Break Promise to Seniors and People with Disabilities 

 

MADISON – Yesterday, Republicans on the Joint Finance Committee ignored the voices of thousands of 

seniors and people with disabilities when they replaced the long-term care provisions in the 2015-2017 

budget with new changes, rather than removing the changes altogether. In response, Rep. Katrina 

Shankland (D-Stevens Point) released the following statement: 

 

“Instead of preserving Wisconsin’s successful long-term care programs as they are, Republicans are 

selling out our most vulnerable to aid the governor in his presidential ambitions. Governor Walker 

proposed a radical overhaul of long-term care without soliciting input from the individuals, families, 

and providers who will be most affected. Now, Republicans have turned their backs on them by making 

new changes to the long-term care programs that these people rely on for their independence and 

dignity. 

 

“These new changes continue to create uncertainty for Wisconsin’s families and long-term care 

providers. GeminiCares, a Wisconsin-based home health care provider, has already announced that 

they will end operations in the state – causing 700 Wisconsin workers to be laid off statewide, 

including 92 workers in Stevens Point. How many more small businesses will follow? That’s not to 

mention the seniors, people with disabilities, and their families who are unsure what the future holds 

for programs like IRIS and Family Care, which contribute to their quality of life.  

 

“Wisconsin has one of the best long-term care models in the nation – a promise to our seniors and 

people with disabilities that they will have access to high-quality care. Republicans have chosen to 

break that promise by drastically altering these programs.   

 

“The Wisconsin Long-Term Care Coalition said it best: ‘Let's be clear, this new plan is just the 

governor's proposal in sheep's clothing. Thousands of people expressed opposition to dismantling the 

current system, but the Legislature is doing it anyway.’” 
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